INTRODUCTION
============

Gene expression levels depend on many factors, such as promoter sequences and regulatory elements. One of the most important factors is the adaptation of the codon usage of the transcript gene to the typical codon usage of the host ([@B1]). Therefore, highly expressed genes in prokaryotic genomes under translational selection have a pronounced codon usage bias. This is because they use a small subset of codons that are recognized by the most abundant tRNA species ([@B2]). The force that modulates this codon adaptation is called translational selection and its strength is important in fast-growing bacteria ([@B3],[@B4]). If a gene contains codons that are rarely used by the host, its expression level will not be maximal. This may be one of the limitations of heterologous protein expression ([@B5]) and the development of DNA vaccines ([@B6]). A high number of synthetic genes have been re-designed to increase their expression level. The Synthetic Gene Database (SGDB) ([@B7]) contains information from more than 200 published experiments on synthetic genes. In the design process of a nucleic acid sequence that will be inserted into a new host to express a certain protein in large amounts, codon usage optimization is usually one of the first steps ([@B5]). Codon usage optimization basically involves altering the rare codons in the target gene so that they more closely reflect the codon usage of the host without modifying the amino acid sequence of the encoded protein ([@B5]). The information usually used for the optimization process is therefore the DNA or protein sequence to be optimized and a codon usage table (which we call the reference set) of the host.

Here we present a new web server, called *OPTIMIZER*, for codon usage optimization focused on the heterologous, or even homologous, gene expression in bacterial hosts. *OPTIMIZER* allows three optimization methods and uses several valuable, new reference sets. *OPTIMIZER* can therefore be used to optimize the expression level of a gene, to assess the adaptation of alien genes inserted into a genome ([@B8]), or to design new genes from protein sequences. The server is freely available at <http://genomes.urv.es/OPTIMIZER>. It has been running since July 2005 and it is updated twice a year with new features and reference sets.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
================

Implementation and input data
-----------------------------

*OPTIMIZER* is an on-line application and its methods are implemented in PHP (hypertext pre-processor) programming language. The pre-calculated reference tables are stored into a MySQL database. The data input and the selection of the server options have been organized in four steps. These steps are: ([@B1]) Input the sequence to be optimized. DNA or protein sequences can be used, although further steps are slightly different depending on whether a DNA or protein sequence has been input. ([@B2]) Input the reference set. Users can insert a codon usage table in a variety of formats, including tables from the Codon Usage Database ([@B9]), or they can choose between 153 pre-computed codon usage tables for ribosomal protein genes or a group of highly expressed genes from prokaryotic genomes under translational selection. Users can also choose a reference set consisting of the tRNA gene-copy numbers. ([@B3]) Choose the genetic code. ([@B4]) Choose the method to be used in the optimization process. Depending on the type of sequence introduced (DNA or protein) and the reference set chosen, different optimization methods are available (see below for a description of the optimization methods).

Calculation of the reference sets
---------------------------------

One of the main features of the *OPTIMIZER* server is that it contains a series of pre-computed reference sets that can be used in the optimization process. These reference sets can be a table containing the codon usage of the host (or the codon usage of a group of genes, such as the group of highly expressed genes) or, as a novelty, the number of tRNA gene copies predicted with the tRNA-scan software ([@B10]). The pre-computed reference sets available in the server are from more than 150 prokaryotic genomes that are under a strong translational selection. The codon usage reference tables available for these genomes contain the mean codon usage of genes that encode ribosomal proteins or a group of highly expressed genes. Although the optimization process can be carried out using the mean codon usage of the host organism as a reference set, if the aim of the optimization process is to increase the expression level of a gene, it is preferable to use the codon usage of a group of highly expressed genes. The mean codon usage of bacteria is highly influenced by mutational bias (i.e. their G + C content). The optimal codons (those most frequently used in highly expressed genes) are usually those that agree with the mutational bias (i.e. G- or C-ending codons for G + C-rich organisms). However, the optimal codons are not always in agreement with mutational bias. For example, in the amino acids that are coded by only two synonymous codons ending in C or T, the C-ending codon is usually preferred, independently of the mutational bias ([@B3]). Therefore, using the mean codon usage of a genome may cause the wrong choice of optimal codons.

A new feature of the *OPTIMIZER* server is that it can use tRNA gene-copy numbers as a reference set for the optimization process. If the codon usage bias of highly expressed genes is caused by differences in tRNA gene-copy numbers, why not use this information for the optimization process? At present, information about tRNA gene-copy numbers is used in the *OPTIMIZER* server only with the 'one amino acid--one codon' optimization method (for a complete description of the methods available, see the 'Optimization methods' section below).

### Evaluation of which bacterial genomes are under translational selection

Not all prokaryotic species are under translational selection ([@B4],[@B11]). It would be pointless to optimize the codon usage of a gene in order to increase its expression level in a species such as *Helicobacter pylori*, which is not under translational selection (i.e. in which the highly expressed genes do not have a different pattern of codon usage from the other genes of their genome) ([@B12]). Traditionally, correspondence analysis of the relative synonymous codon usage of all genes from a genome has been used to detect whether a genome is under translational selection ([@B13]). In genomes under translational selection, the ribosomal protein genes and other highly expressed genes form a cluster in the correspondence analysis plot, which confirms that highly expressed genes have a different codon usage from the other genes of a genome. This is the method we have used to detect which bacterial species are under translational selection. For each bacterial complete genome available, we made a correspondence analysis using the Relative Synonymous Codon Usage (RSCU) values of all the genes of a genome. To automate the analysis of the correspondence plots, we analyzed the position of the ribosomal protein genes (expected to be highly expressed genes) along the four principal axes obtained in the correspondence analysis. If a genome is under translational selection, ribosomal proteins and other highly expressed genes will show a codon usage bias and they will form a cluster in the correspondence plot. To make the prediction of translational selection, we checked whether the mean position of the ribosomal protein genes along any of the four principal axes was significantly different (evaluated with a *t*-test) from the mean position of the other genes of their genome. To check our predictions, we also visually inspected the correspondence plots (correspondence analysis plots are available from the homepage of the server) and analyzed the metabolic function of the predicted highly expressed genes obtained. Analysis of 334 prokaryotic genomes revealed that 153 genomes (the total number of different species and genera was 108 and 63, respectively) were under a strong translational selection. These genomes were then used to calculate the pre-computed reference sets.

### Prediction of highly expressed genes

The predicted highly expressed genes were obtained using an iterative algorithm that we have developed. This algorithm uses the group of genes that encode ribosomal proteins as a seed and, through a series of iterations, define a group of putative highly expressed genes. This algorithm works as follows: Using the functional annotation, gene names or COG families, genes that encode ribosomal proteins are detected. Using the codon usage of these genes as a reference set, the Codon Adaptation Index (CAI), ([@B14]), at this stage namely CAIrp ([@B15]), is calculated for each gene of a genome.Using now the group of genes with the highest CAI values as a reference set, the CAI for all genes is recalculated. This process is repeated until a homogeneous group is reached, i.e. when the group of genes with the highest CAI values in one iteration is the same as the group in the next iteration. To provide further support for our predictions, we analyzed the metabolic functions of the putative highly expressed genes. As expected, ribosomal proteins and other expected highly expressed genes ([@B16]) were found in the final group of predicted highly expressed genes. To check our algorithm, we also analyzed species not under translational selection. With these species, either the algorithm never ended or the final group of genes had a high codon usage bias but was not related to their expression level. In this situation, neither ribosomal protein genes nor genes expected to have a high expression were included in the final group of genes with a codon usage bias. Our method is similar to the one developed by Carbone and co-workers ([@B17]). However, these authors used all the genes of an organism as the initial reference set, whereas we used ribosomal protein genes.

Optimization methods
--------------------

The *OPTIMIZER* server provides three methods for optimizing the codon usage of the query sequence. In the first method, the 'one amino acid--one codon' method, all the codons that encode the same amino acid are substituted by the most commonly used synonymous codon in the reference set. However, this approach has several drawbacks: for example, translational errors may be made due to an imbalanced tRNA pool and it is impossible to avoid repetitive elements or cleavage sites of restriction enzymes ([@B5],[@B18]). To overcome these drawbacks, a second method, which we call the 'guided random' method, can be used. This method consists of a Monte Carlo algorithm that selects codons at random based on the frequencies of use of each codon in the reference set. The third method, which we call the 'customized one amino acid--one codon' method, is an intermediate method in which users choose how many of the 59 codons (if the standard genetic code has been selected) will be optimized with the 'one amino acid--one codon' approach. 'Rare codons' (i.e. the least used codons in the reference set) are the first codons changed with this approach. The aim of this third method is to maximize the optimization by making the fewest changes in the query sequence.

If the input sequence is a protein, it can be back-translated to DNA using the 'one amino acid--one codon' or the 'guided random' approach. If the 'one amino acid--one codon' approach is selected, the protein sequence can be back-translated to DNA using codons with the highest G + C or A + T content, or codons defined by Archetti ([@B19]) that minimize mutation errors.

Outputs
-------

Two indices, CAI and ENc (effective number of codons), are used to measure the optimization process. CAI measures the similarity between the codon usage of a gene and the codon usage of a reference group of genes ([@B14]). Its values range from 0 (when the codon usage of a sequence and that of the reference set are very different) to 1 (when both codon usages are the same). This index is the most effective of all codon bias measures for predicting gene expression levels ([@B12],[@B20]). The second index is ENc, which is a measure of codon usage bias ([@B21]). Its values range from 20 (if only one codon per amino acid is used) to 61 (if all synonymous codons are used equally). Because highly expressed genes usually use the minimal subset of codons that are recognized by the most abundant tRNA species, their ENc values are expected to be low. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows some of the outputs provided by the optimization of a DNA sequence: for example, the query and optimized sequences and an alignment between them, a chart of the relative frequencies of each codon of the reference set and a codon usage table of the query and optimized sequences. In addition, the *OPTIMIZER* server has options for viewing or avoiding the cleavage sites of the selected restriction enzymes ([@B22]) and for splitting the optimized sequence into several overlapping oligonucleotides for the construction of a synthetic gene. Figure 1.Outputs provided from the optimization of a DNA sequence: (**a**) the optimized and query sequences and the indices (CAI, ENc and%G + C) for evaluating the optimization process, (**b**) codon usage tables of the query and optimized sequences, (**c**) query and optimized sequence alignment to show changes in nucleotides (transitions or transversions) and (**d**) graphical view of the codon weight chart.

Comparison with other servers and programs
------------------------------------------

[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows a comparison of several public web servers and stand-alone applications that allow some kind of codon optimization. '*GeneDesign*' ([@B23]), '*Synthetic Gene Designer*' ([@B24]) and '*Gene Designer*' ([@B18]) are packages that provide a platform for synthetic gene design, including a codon optimization step. Other programs, such as *DNAWorks* ([@B25]) and GeMS ([@B26]), focus more on the process of oligonucleotide design for synthetic gene construction. The stand-alone application *INCA* provides an array of features, including now codon optimization, which are useful for analyzing synonymous codon usage in whole genomes ([@B27]). *JCAT* ([@B28]), '*Codon optimizer*' ([@B29]), *UpGene* ([@B30]) and the server presented here focus on the codon optimization process. Although each server and application has its own features, all of them have several features in common. Most offer several options for the input of the codon usage reference set. One of these options is the possibility of using the tables from the Codon Usage database ([@B9]). Usually, a limited number of pre-computed tables of codon usage are available to be used as a reference set in the optimization process. In addition, not all of the available pre-computed reference sets correspond to a group of highly expressed genes (the proper reference set needed to optimize for increasing gene expression level). Though most of the programs and servers use a group of highly expressed genes from *E. coli* as a pre-computed reference set, only the '*Synthetic Gene Designer*' and '*GeneDesign*' servers provide a pre-computed group of highly expressed genes for 11 and 4 organisms, respectively. The exception is the *JCAT* web server, which offers pre-computed tables of predicted highly expressed genes from more than 200 bacterial species. However, this server uses the method of Carbone *et al*. ([@B17]) to predict a group of genes with a biased codon usage. These groups of genes do not always correspond to a group of highly expressed genes because not all bacterial species are under translational selection ([@B11],[@B17]). The high number of pre-computed codon usage tables from bacteria and archaea that are not under translational selection available in *JCAT* therefore creates some confusion. The *OPTIMIZER* server presented here provides the most pre-computed codon usage tables for use as a reference set. The *OPTIMIZER* server provides pre-computed tables for more than 150 prokaryotic genomes that are under strong translational selection. In addition, two groups of genes are available in each reference set: a group of highly expressed genes predicted using a new prediction algorithm and the group of ribosomal protein genes. *OPTIMIZER* is the only server or stand-alone application that introduces a new kind of reference set such as information about the number of copies of tRNA genes for all the species included in the server. With regard to the methods for codon usage optimization available in each server or program, the first programs developed used only the 'one amino acid--one codon' approach. More recent programs and servers now include further methods to create some codon usage variability. This variability reflects the codon usage variability of natural highly expressed genes and enables additional criteria to be introduced (such as the avoidance of restriction sites) in the optimization process. The *OPTIMIZER* server presented here provides three methods of codon optimization: a complete optimization of all codons, an optimization based on the relative codon usage frequencies of the reference set that uses a Monte Carlo approach (similar to methods from other programs and servers) and a novel approach designed to maximize the optimization with the minimum changes between the query and optimized sequences. Finally, note that only the '*Synthetic Gene Designer*,' *INCA* and *OPTIMIZER* allow users to choose a non-standard genetic code. Table 1.Comparison of *OPTIMIZER* with other similar freely available web servers and softwaresNameMethodsGenetic codeReference setReferenceWeb servers*OPTIMIZER*-- One amino acid--one codonMultiple-- HEG from \>150 bacterial genomes under TSThis article-- Guided Random (Monte Carlo algorithm)^b^-- RPG-- Customized one amino acid--one codon-- tGCN-- Codon usage database-- Defined by usersJCAT-- One amino acid--one codonStandard-- HEG from \>200 bacterial genomes28-- Defined by usersSynthetic Gene Designer (SGD)-- One amino acid--one codon^a^Multiple-- HEG from six bacterial genomes24-- Selective optimization^a^-- Codon usage database-- Probabilistic optimization^a,b^-- Defined by usersDNAWorks-- Use of the two highest frequency codonsStandard-- HEG from *E. coli*25-- Random-- Codon usage tables for 10 species-- Codon usage database-- Defined by usersGeneDesign-- One amino acid--one codonStandard-- HEG from four species23-- The next most optimal algorithm-- Defined by users-- The most different algorithm-- RandomStand-alone applicationsGene Designer-- One amino acid--one codonStandard-- HEG from *E. coli*18-- Monte Carlo algorithm^b^-- Codon usage tables for 25 species-- Codon usage database-- Defined by usersCodon optimizer-- One amino acid--one codonStandard-- HEG for several bacterial species29-- Defined by usersINCA 2.1-- One amino acid--one codonMultiple-- Mean codon usage of a whole genome or selection of any group of genes27UPGene-- One amino acid--one codonStandard-- Eukaryotic, bacteria, yeast, plant and worm predefined codon usage frequency tables30-- Defined by usersGeMS-- Monte Carlo algorithm^b^Standard-- Codon usage database26-- Defined by users[^1]

CONCLUSIONS
===========

*OPTIMIZER* is a new codon optimization web server focused on maximizing the gene expression level through the optimization of codon usage. It has unique features, such as a novel definition of a group of highly expressed genes from more than 150 prokaryotic species under translational selection, and the possibility of using information on tRNA gene-copy numbers in the optimization process. *OPTIMIZER* provides several pre-computed tables to specify a reference set and combines three different methods of codon optimization. The *OPTIMIZER* server can be used to optimize the expression level of a gene in heterologous gene expression or to design new genes that confer new metabolic capabilities in a given species.
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[^1]: Abbreviations used: HEG, codon usage of predicted highly expressed genes; RPG, codon usage of ribosomal protein genes; tGCN, tRNA gene-copy number; TS, translational selection.

    ^a^It uses an 'optimality factor,' defined as a scaling factor, to control the optimality of codon usage. Higher values of this factor mean low CAI values and less optimized and more random codon usage.

    ^b^These methods are essentially the same. They use the relative codon usage frequencies of the reference set as the relative probability that each codon will be used in the optimization process.
